A basic single-degree-of-freedom magnetic suspension system consists of one floator, one electromagnet and one amplifier. For multi-degrees-of-freedom control, multiple electromagnets and multiple amplifiers are necessary, which increases the cost of total system. As a means of overcoming this problem, parallel magnetic suspension has been proposed which controls multiple floators or multi-degree-of-freedom motions with a single power amplifier. In this system, all of the suspended points move simultaneously even when a disturbance acts on one of the suspended points solely because all electromagnet's coils are connected. This paper studies the moving direction of each suspended point with respect to a step disturbance in double parallel magnetic suspension system. The analytical study shows that the response direction is determined by the system parameter that relates the response speed of each subsystem. In the slower subsystem, the suspended point moves in the same direction as the applied force while in the faster subsystem, the suspended point moves in the opposite direction. In other words, the slower subsystem has positive stiffness while the faster system has negative stiffness. To confirm this prediction, step responses are measured in the experimental apparatus.
Narisawa, Mizuno, Takasaki, Ishino, Hara and Yamaguchi, Transactions of the JSME (in Japanese), Vol.84, No.861 (2018) Fig. 1 Model of double parallel magnetic suspension system. This model can also be treated as equivalent to a system controls two-degree-of-freedom motions.
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(c) Schematic view. Fig. 2 Experimental apparatus. These electromagnets consist in two coils: inner coil is for levitation control and outer coil is for giving disturbance. Step responses with respect to a disturbance acting on first suspended point in the direct connection. The direction of displacements at both suspended points are same as a disturbance. Step responses with respect to a disturbance acting on second suspended point in the direct connection. The direction of displacements at both suspended points are opposite as a disturbance. Step responses with respect to a disturbance acting on first suspended point in the inverse connection. The direction of displacement at the first suspended point is opposite and the second suspended point is same as a disturbance. Step responses with respect to a disturbance acting on second suspended point in the inverse connection. The direction of displacement at the first suspended point is opposite and the second suspended point is same as a disturbance. 
